Abstract-This paper studies the buffer control issues that are related to supporting a seamless stream handoff in a WLAN environment that employs simulcast streaming. We analyze the impacts of the handoff disruption period and inter-AR synchronization variance. We also derive theoretical results that concern how a seamless stream handoff can be guaranteed in terms of the minimum buffer and backlog requirements. Based on the results, an MH-controlled-AR-pushed buffer control scheme is proposed and its cooperation with FMIPv6 is also discussed. The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of our scheme. In general, the deployment of a few-hundred-millisecond video-clip buffer in ARs and MHs is sufficient to achieve the seamless stream handoff most of the time, subject to fairly relaxed constraints of the inter-AR synchronization variance (ranging ± 150ms) and handoff disruption period (around50ms).
According to the network protocol architecture, different handoff processes have been proposed at different protocol layers that involve different handoff latencies [1] . The process can take from a few milliseconds, as in the IEEE 802.11 link layer, to a couple of seconds, as in the application layer (e.g., SIP-based mobility). Significant effort has been devoted to reduce the handoff latency and data loss. One of the common approaches is to take certain location or signal strength tracking mechanisms to predict the imminent handoff and exploit the process parallelism by sharing the information that crosses the different layers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [12] [13] [16] . By taking advantage of the handoff prediction information, it is possible to simulcast packets (from the server or an intermediate proxy) to one or several prospective POAs prior to the handoff. Once the MH attaches to a new POA, it can immediately catch up with the stream to reduce the handoff disruption period and avoid large data accumulation or losses in either the old or new POAs. Multicast-based [5] or multipath [16] frameworks have been proposed to implement these simulcasts within a local administrative domain. The seamless MIP (S-MIP) [13] , which combines the fast MIPv6 (FMIPv6) [8] [9] and hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIP) [14] , describes a bicast framework and shows that the handoff latency can be reduced close to that of the data link layer (L2). The principle of simulcasting is particularly attractive to stream media because the short handoff disruption and path diversity reducing data losses are important real-time concerns for the stream transmission. However, some issues that can cause errors still need to be resolved to realize seamless stream handoff. First, the wireless channel is error prone near the L2 handoff, and a short signal blackout during the L2 handoff is inevitable. So, some control mechanism may be still required to avoid erratic stream quality degradation and data starvation. Also, the stream that is simulcast to the old and new POAs may involve different network delays. This delay difference will become significant if the handoff is taken between heterogeneous networks (e.g., 80 to 100ms between WiFi and 3G [15] ). The streams that appear at different POAs may show some time offset, and a sequencing control mechanism is required to ensure correct stream cascading. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to present an analytical framework to address the issues that are raised in this simulcast environment.
A traffic model is built up to model the problem, and theoretical results of the minimum buffer and data backlog requirements to guarantee a seamless stream handoff are derived. Based on these results, we describe an MH-controlled-ARpushed buffer control scheme and demonstrate how to adopt it into FMIPv6. The simulation results and a discussion of the design tradeoffs are also presented. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the seamless stream handoff problem for simulcast. Section 3 derives theorems for the seamless stream handoff and presents the buffer control framework and the adaptation of FMIPv6. Section 4 describes the simulation model and discusses the simulation results and design tradeoffs. Section 5 draws the final conclusion and presents issues for further study.
II. SIMULCAST-BASED STREAM HANDOFF MODEL
The simulcast-based stream handoff model that is considered is shown in Figure 1 . In a video-on-demand system, a video is packetized into a stream of UDP packets, denoted by = {1, 2, 3, . . . , N }, with a regular packet size of p and delivered by a video server at a constant packet transmission rate of r packets/s. A proxy server (like the MAP in HMIPv6) is located at the administrative network domain to forward the stream to an access router (AR). The AR forwards the stream to an access point (AP) from which the MH receives the stream. As the MH moves to another AP, which is under the same subnet, only the L2 handoff is required, which usually can be performed in a relatively short time period (a few milliseconds) with low data loss. As the MH travels to another subnet, the higher layer handoff will be invoked to allow the MH to configure its new IP address and connect to a new AP (AR) under that subnet. This type of inter-subnet handoff is the primary source of lengthy handoff latency and high data loss. Hence, in the following discussion, we refer only to this type of inter-subnet handoff. We assume that before the handoff happens, the knowledge of the prospective AR will be available to the proxy server to allow it to simulcast another new stream to that AR at the same time. Once the handoff is complete, the old stream will be cut off and the MH will find the cut-off point in the new AR to resume the stream. S-MIP [13] considers constructing a forward tunnel from the old AR to the new AR to forward the old-stream packets that have been sent before the new stream starts. However, due to the delay difference that is experienced by different streams, such inter-AR traffic may introduce a packet-ordering problem at the new AR, which complicates the control. In fact, we will show that with proper timing control and buffer management, seamless stream handoff can be easily achieved based on our model (i.e., without a forward tunnel).
Couple issues that are related to this model need to be considered. (1) A handoff disruption period is usually inevitable in which the process of signaling devices causes the data transmission to be totally blocked. (The length of the disruption depends on the handoff protocol that is in use.) (2) The radio signal around the handoff disruption period likely suffers from impairments, such as path loss, shadow fading, multipath and/or Doppler fading, which cause a high bit-error rate and downgrade the sustainable throughput [11] . (3) The WAN network delay is usually significant and exhibits certain jitters. To alleviate the WAN delay jitter problem, we can deploy a smoothing buffer at ARs, the proxy server, or MHs. However, another problem is that the average network delay that is incurred by different proxy-AR paths may be significantly different if the paths go through different types of networks. This results in the old AR and the new AR receiving streams asynchronously (i.e., with some time offset) and hinders stream cascading. We call this network delay difference the inter-AR synchronization variance.
Before presenting our solution to these problems .The following discussion concentrates on the communications between a specific MH and two ARs that participate in the handoff.
Definition 1 (Packet id functions): Suppose Γ = {i} is a set of AR ids. Each ARi(or the MH) is equipped with a FIFO-queue buffer with a size B AR(i) (or B MH ). Let T be the duration of the stream transmission from the server's sending the first packet of the video to the MH's receiving the last packet of the video. The function f AR(i) (t) denotes the packet id that is last received by ARi at timet defined over T i ⊆ T , whereT i is the duration that the MH is connected to ARi, and the function f MH (t) denotes the next packet id for decoding/playback at time t defined over T .
If a packet n is scheduled to be transmitted by AR i at time t, denoted by n(t), then that packet should have been received by AR i but not decoded yet at the MH at time t + τ , where τ is the network propagation delay from AR i to the MH. That is,
Also, the packet should not exceed the buffer capacities of ARi and the MH at time t + τ . That is,
Because AR i and the MH are usually locally collocated, τ is relatively short compared with the packet transmission time. To simplify the analysis, we assume τ → 0.
Definition 2 (Transmission bound): From Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the legitimate range of packets that can be transferred from AR i to the MH at any given time t ∈ T i can be described as
where 
Definition 3 (Feasible transmission schedule):
A stream is said to have a feasible transmission schedule if for every packet n ∈ Σ, there is an AR i with a transmission bound
Note that the existence of the transmission bound provides a useful indication of the feasibility of the transmission schedule. As long as the transmission is scheduled within this bound, no buffer overflow or underflow will occur to the MH. However, because the wireless channel is error prone, packet loss burst may occur near the handoff zone and jeopardize the video quality. To capture this fact, we define an effective packet as follows.
Definition 4 (Effective packet):
We call a packet an effective packet at time t with its id denoted by e(t) if that packet is the last packet that is received by the MH up to time t, which is effective for achieving a predefined video quality threshold. It is clear that n(t) ≥ e(t). Upon the completion of the handoff, we utilize e(t) to indicate where the stream should be resumed in the next AR to negate the loss burst around the stream tail that is sent by the old AR. Let the handoff disruption period be denoted by time interval [t start ,t end ].
Definition 5 (Seamless stream handoff):
We say that a stream can be seamlessly handed over from AR i to AR j if packet m = e(t start )+1 can be scheduled for transmission at some time Figure 2 shows an example of the seamless stream handoff from ARi to ARj. The colored areas correspond to the transmission bounds that are associated with AR i and AR j. Possible n(t) and e(t) are plotted on the dashed and solid lines, respectively. e(t) show some saw teeth due to occasional packet losses. As the MH approaches the handoff disruption period, although n(t) continues to increase,e(t) becomes flat due to the packet loss burst that is caused by the deterioration of the channel quality. Packet e(t start ) is the last effective packet that is received from AR i upon the handoff. During the handoff disruption period [t start ,t end ], no packets are transmitted. After the handoff disruption period, packet e(t start )+1 can be found and transmitted by ARj.
III. PROPOSED BUFFER CONTROL SCHEME

A. Analysis of the Buffer and Backlog Requirements
The key idea of seamless stream handoff is to build up a sufficient packet backlog in the MH buffer before entering the handoff disruption period. This backlog amount C MH, equal to e(t start ) − f MH (t start )+1, has to meet two needs: (1) to prevent the MH from starving during the handoff disruption period, and (2) to allow the halted stream to be resumed from packet e(t start )+1 in the new AR. Let the amounts for the first and second parts be denoted by C MH HF and C MH SE , respectively. C MH HF has to supply the data consumption during the handoff disruption period. Thus
The value of C MH SE is related to fixing the inter-AR synchronization variance. (Unless a particular time instance is explicitly specified, we take a simplified notation of a function f (t), t ∈ T i as f in the following discussion.) Suppose a nonempty spacing σ is initially imposed between f MH and f AR * , where AR* is the initial AR (i.e., f
The inter-AR synchronization variance that occurs at AR j indicates how far the stream that has been received by ARj has deviated from the one that was received by the initial AR. We characterize it by |f AR(j) -(f MH + σ)| ≤ φ, where φ is the estimated maximum variance. We want packet e(t start )+1 to be schedulable for transmission by the next AR. The following proposition states a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a transmission bound.
Proposition 1: The transmission bound that is associated with ARj [f L(j) , f U (j) ] exists if and only if σ − φ ≥0 and
Proof: ⇒) The existence of the transmission bound means
. This means the transmission bound exists. End of proof.
Next, given[f L(j) , f U (j) ], the following proposition describes the C MH value that guarantees that packet e(t start )+1 will fall somewhere in the next AR's transmission bound, and the corresponding MH buffer requirement.
] exists, the minimum backlog C MH that is required at t start in the MH to guarantee the seamless stream handoff from ARi to ARj should be given by
This leads to the MH buffer size
From Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), we conclude
From Proposition 1, the existence of the transmission bound implies
Therefore, the buffer requirement for the MH is written by
End of proof. The next proposition describes the minimum values of the AR buffer size and σ. 
The nontrivial case that needs to be discussed is
For this case always to be true, we let σ − φ + 1 ≥ C MH .Combined with the minimum C MH value that is described in Proposition 2, this inequality becomes
End of proof. Lemma 1: Given σ−φ ≥ 0,B AR(i) +B MH −2 ≥ σ+φ, and B AR(j) + B MH − 2 ≥ σ + φ, we can perform the seamless stream handoff from ARi to ARj if the minimum backlog
Proof:
, and σ are required to realize the minimum C MH = D × r+max{0, σ + φ − B AR(j) +1}, and that C MH can in turn guarantee the seamless handoff under any circumstance. End of proof.
In summary, the guarantee of the seamless stream handoff is basically subject to (1) the existence of the transmission bound, and (2) the provisioning of backlog C MH ≥ D × r+max{0, σ + φ − B AR(j) +1} at t start . In practice, a shortage of σ, B MH, or B AR can happen and cause the failure of these two constraints. Failure of the first constraint will render the intended transmission impossible to carry out (i.e., the MH may experience some lags or frame skips during playback) and force f MH to be adjusted. Failure of the second constraint, however, may or may not cause adjustment of f MH . It depends on the degree of inter-AR synchronization variance present. In fact,C MH SE ≥ max{0, α − B AR(j) + 1} , where α = f AR(j) − f MH , is the backlog required to perform the seamless stream handoff. Another interesting observation is that increasing B AR(j) reduces B MH or C MH, which in turn increases the chance of a successful seamless stream handoff. However, this increases the buffering cost of the AR, which is normally considered to be a precious asset that is shared by all connected MHs. Therefore, the allotment of the MH and AR buffer sizes should be evaluated against the need of the application. This issue is further discussed in Section 4.
B. MH-Controlled-AR-Pushed Buffer Control
Our strategy is to allocate σ , B MH , and B AR according to Lemma 1, and during the connection, fill up the MH buffer in the best possible manner. If the buffer is full at t start , the minimum backlog C MH = D×r+max{0, σ+φ−B AR(j) +1} will also be satisfied. In fact, if the backlog is more than the minimum C MH , it does no harm to the stream seamlessness but postpones the stream resumption time. More importantly, this strategy is straightforward to implement. To build up a backlog in the MH, we present an MH-controlled-AR-pushed implementation in which a dual-rate service is employed between the MH and an AR. When the MH perceives good channel quality, it will suggest that the AR uses a speed-up packet transmission rate r back to transmit packets, where r back is higher than the basic packet transmission rate r. Essentially, the AR can achieve packet transmission at rate r back only when the AR has some buffered packets. In addition, the MH has enough free buffer space to accommodate the backlog other than that for the regular video playback. Otherwise, packet transmission is kept at rate r for regular video playback all of the time. (Such an MH-based rate-control function is not supported by most ARs today, and is an issue that requires further study.)
We assume that an L2 function R(w) is available to measure the RSSI value that is required to achieve a sustainable network throughput of w packets/second. Figure 3 Rate-Up (RtUp) message along with rate information r back to ask AR i to use the speed-up packet transmission rate r back . From then on, the backlog starts to be built up until either the MH buffer is full (i.e.,f MH + B MH − 1 = f U (i) or the AR transmits up all buffered packets (i.e., f AR(i) = f U (i) ). (In the example that is shown here, the former case occurs to AR i and the latter to AR j.) (2) When RSSI < θ 1 , the MH issues a Rate-Down (RtDown) message along with r to ask AR i to switch to the basic packet transmission rate r. This triggers a certain predictive handoff mechanism to seek the new AR, configure the prospective new address for the MH, and inform the proxy to simulcast a new stream to the new AR.
The MH enters into the handoff disruption period (i.e., at t start . There are two possible causes. One is that RSSI<θ 2 = R(r)(which implies that the channel quality becomes too weak to support the regular stream). The MH will issue a Rate-Stop (RtStop) message to ask ARi to halt the packet transmission, and wait for the handoff. The other is that the handoff has taken place before RSSI<θ 2 . No RtStop message will be sent, and AR i will halt the transmission by using a timeout mechanism. (4) Once the handoff is complete (i.e., the MH is connected to ARj), the MH will issue a Stream-Concatenation (StrmCat) message along with the information of e(t start ), the present f MH , and B MH . ARj then uses this information to set up the transmission bound and determines where to resume the stream. (5) When RSSI returns to threshold θ 3 , the handoff disruption period is ended (i.e., at t end ).The MH then issues a RtUp(r) message to AR j. AR j waits for the presence of packet e(t start )+1 and resumes the stream from that point with the basic packet transmission rate r. If RSSI>θ 2 = R(r), the above process is repeated. The system architecture is shown in Figure 4 . A smooth buffer is deployed in an AR, and the incoming stream is smoothed into a CBR stream by the smooth buffer before being fed into the AR buffer. A rate controller transfers packets at a rate according to which message, RtUp The MH continuously monitors RSSI and issues various rate control messages if the corresponding RSSI thresholdcrossing events occur. Variables n(t), f MH , and e(t start ) keep the ids of the latest-received packets in the buffer and the nextdecoding packets in the effective packet id received so far. At the end of the disruption period, message StrmCat(e(t start ), f MH , B MH ) is issued to the new AR. Although the packets are transmitted when RSSI>R(r) or R(r back ), the MH might still experience some packet losses due to wireless bit-error damage. This problem can be improved by encoding some forward-error-code (FEC) in each packet (which is beyond the scope of this paper). The unrecoverable packets are filled by dummy packets to maintain a consecutive sequence of the incoming stream. When a new stream arrives (from the new AR), the MH concatenates it to the original one from packet e(t start )+1. This can help us to recover the frequent errors that occur to the tail of the old stream because of error proneness close to the handoff zone. Once the stream is concatenated, the backlog should remain at a fixed level. However, because of network delay jitters, slight fluctuations may be observed. To minimize their impact, we may reserve some extra space at both ends of the buffer to serve as cushions. Furthermore, some abnormal cases (clock drifting or decoding malfunctions) may cause the MH's decoding progress to deviate from the original schedule. If the buffer overflows, new incoming packets will push old packets out of the FIFO queue.
As far as the initial spacing σ is concerned, in the initial AR we let UB and LB be B AR −1 and max{0, B AR −B MH }, respectively. This gives us the widest transmission bound. The packet transmission is locked at location LB. In the MH, the playback will not be turned on until the MH buffer is full. This gives us σ = B MH ≥ D × r + φ − 1, which meets the minimum requirement that is specified in Lemma 1. This deferral process also introduces a B MH /r-second playback startup delay.
C. Cooperation with FMIPv6
One of the key factors that dominates the buffer requirements is the length of the handoff disruption period, D. Essentially, D ≥ max{D HF , D signal }, where D HF is the inherent handoff latency that is incurred by the handoff mechanism that is in use, and D signal is the elapsed time between the detection of RSSI<θ 2 and>θ 2 in the adjacent ARs that participate in the handoff. It is desirable to reduce both. Therefore, we examine how our buffer control scheme may cooperate with FMIPv6 (which has been shown to have excellent handoff latency) to gain the best performance.
We first give an overview of FMIPv6 [8] . Suppose the MH uses an old care-of-address (oCOA) to communicate with AR i. When the MH detects some APs with different subnet addresses present, it starts to exchange Router-Solicitation-forProxy (RtSolRr) and Proxy-Router-Advertisement (PrRtAdv) messages with ARi to seek for prospective ARj. The MH then uses this information to configure a prospective new care-of-address (nCOA) and initiates the fast address binding process prior to the handoff by sending a fast-binding-update (FBU) message to ARi. ARi checks with ARjto consolidate the nCOA by exchanging Handover-Initiate (HI) and Handover-Acknowledge (HAck) messages.ARi then replies to the MH with the resolved nCOA in a Fast-Binding-updateAck (FBAck) message. Two possible scenarios can occur. One scenario is called the predictive mode, in which the MH receives the FBAck message (from AR i) before the L2 handoff. Upon completion of the L2 handoff, the MH sends a Fast-Neighbor-Advertisement (FNA) message to notify AR jabout its presence. ARj then starts transmitting packets to the MH. The other scenario is called the reactive mode, in which the MH misses the FBAck message (from AR i) before the L2 handoff. Upon completion of the L2 handoff, the MH sends the FNA message, which encapsulates the FBU message, to confirm the nCOA with AR j. If the nCOA is the same as the resolved nCOA, AR j can start packet transmission. Otherwise, AR j informs the MH about the resolved one by sending a Router-Advertisement message with a NeighborAdvertisement-Ack (NAAck) option, which is followed by the transmission of the packets. After attaching to AR j, the MH engages in MIPv6 operations [3] in which it issues a binding-update (BU) message to the server to establish a binding cache entry for the resolved nCOA. From now on, the server sends the stream to that nCOA. In the original FMIPv6 proposal, it is suggested that a forward tunnel should be built up between ARiand ARjto forward packets and reduce the potential packet losses. However, to implement the simulcast, we make an amendment to MIPv6 by taking the following two-stage-binding-update process. After resolving the nCOA (normally before the handoff), AR j issues a BU message to the server to update the binding cache entry for the nCOA. The server then sends the stream to the nCOA. Meanwhile, the proxy that intercepts this message starts to simulcast the received stream to both the nCOA and oCOA. Once the MH attaches to the new link (after the handoff), it will issue another BU message to the server. The proxy removes this message, realizes the handoff is completed, and turns off the stream to the oCOA. According to the aforementioned description,D HF equals the duration from the start of the L2 handoff to the reception of the first packet from ARj. To let D signal approach D HF , the following guidelines are recommended.
1) RSSI< θ 2 should be considered as an event that triggers the L2 handoff to eliminate the waiting time prior to the L2 handoff.
2) The stream transmission of ARj is triggered by RSSI > θ 2 . To reduce the waiting time after sending the FNA message, the AP that is chosen (during the phase of the exchange of RtSolPr and PrRtAdv messages with ARi) should be that which has an RSSI value close to θ 2 . 3) To avoid any stream gap, the FBU message should be initiated by the MH (in the old link) early enough to allow the proxy to start up a new stream to AR jbefore AR jreceives the FNA message from the MH. Based on these guidelines, the amendments made to FMIPv6 for cooperating with the proposed buffer control are shown in 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Simulation Model
We simulate a scenario in which the handoffs occur along a path that consists of 20 ARs, denoted by AR 1, AR 2, . . . , AR 20. Each of these is associated with an AP. We assume that the worst handoff disruption period D= 50ms, and that the connection to each AR can offer a sustainable throughput of r back (> r) that is long enough to build up the desired backlog. The video stream has a constant bit rate of 56kbps (MPEG-4), which generates 7 packets per second, given p= 1Kbytes. The inter-AR synchronization variance of each f AR with respect to f MH + σ is a random variable that is uniformly distributed over [-φ, φ] . We also assume that n(t) = e(t) and that there are no clock timing errors. All ARs have a uniform buffer size, which is denoted by B AR . We compare our buffer control scheme with a primitive one in which no special attention other than a sustainable throughput of r is provided between the MH and ARs. We concentrate our discussion on two types of playback impairments that are observed during each handoff: time lag o lag (horizontal segments in f MH ) and data skip o skip (vertical segments in f MH ) in playback. Also, we would like to unify all measurements to ms, so m packets are converted into a video clip of m/r×100 ms.
B. Transit Playback Impairments Analysis
We first look at the transit behavior of playback impairments. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show snapshots of the observed synchronization variance φ*, o lag, and o skip that are incurred by each AR taken from a particular random experiment under the primitive and proposed buffer control modes, respectively. Here, we assume φ = 50ms, B MH = 280ms, and B AR = 70ms. In the primitive mode (Figure 6 ), the fluctuation of φ * incurs significant o lag and o skip in . each handoff. From AR 4, we start to observe a 50ms lag in each handoff. This is because the startup backlog has been used to support the playback of the disruption period. The skips are contributed by the synchronization variances. However, employing the proposed buffer control, the playback impairments are significantly alleviated ( Figure 7 ). This is because the backlog that is built up in the MH buffer prior to the handoff provides an extra amount of packets to resolve the stream discontinuity that is caused by the disruption period and inter-AR synchronization variance. However, we observe that occasional lags or skips still appear in some ARs. To find out the cause, we examine the constraints of Lemma 1. Regarding the existence of the transmission bound, because σ = B MH = 280ms and φ=50ms, σ ≥ φ and B MH + B AR (=350ms) > σ + φ+2/r(=344ms), and transmission bounds exist for all ARs. For the startup spacing, σ(= 280ms) ≥ D + φ − 1/r (=107ms), so the startup backlog is also sufficient. For B AR and B MH , supposedly B AR ≥ D + 2φ(= 150ms) and B MH > D+max{0,σ + φ − B AR +2/r} (=244ms). However, in the experiment, B MH = 280ms is sufficient, but B AR = 70ms becomes inadequate to handle some "radical" cases! This causes impairments and forces f MH to be adjusted. (As we increase B AR to over 150ms, those impairments disappear completely. No figures are shown here.) Impairments normally appear at those ARs that show a radical increment of f AR compared with the preceding ARs (such as at ARs 9, 18, or 19). Such an increment usually leverages f L too high to be reached by the preceding ARs. However, if the subsequent handoffs show decrements or moderate changes in the inter-AR synchronization variance (such as from ARs 10 to 14), no impairments will be observed. This means that the adjustment of f MH is only a transit behavior that helps the playback to adapt itself to the current network environment.
C. Buffer Requirements Analysis
To study the tradeoff between B MH and B AR , Figure 8 shows the average of o MH = o lag + o skip that is incurred in the handoffs, taken from 100 random experiments, and subject to various (B AR , B MH ) combinations for the buffer control mode. Here, we still assume φ =50ms. As it can be seen, o MH soon diminishes as B AR or B MH increases. That is, employing small-sized buffer control can greatly help alleviate playback impairments in general. We also observe a seamlesshandoff area located on the B AR − B MH plane, in which the configurations lead to null 0 MH . This area essentially corresponds to the area that is bounded by the minimum B AR and B MH that are described in Lemma 1. Figure 9 further illustrates the boundaries of the seamless-handoff areas of our scheme subject to various inter-AR synchronization variances (e.g.,φ =50ms, 100ms, and 150ms). A clear trend is that the curves are leveraged as φ increases. This is because more serious inter-AR synchronization variance requires more buffer spaces (in both the MH and ARs) to resolve it. Tradeoff exists between B AR and B MH . B AR is the dominant factor, and increasing it a little can lead to great savings in B MH . If we think the AR buffer is a more precious resource than the MH buffer and want to minimize it, then we should take the configurations that are pointed out by critical points which correspond to B MH = D+max{0,σ + φ − B AR +2/r} and B AR = D+2φ. However, for some handheld devices, the MH buffer is very limited. Then, we need to consider increasing the AR buffer instead. In general, deployment of a few-hundred-millisecond video-clip buffer in the ARs and the MH (e.g., B AR = 270ms and B MH = 130ms) is enough to ensure a seamless stream handoff most of the time, subject to fairly relaxed constraints of the inter-AR synchronization variance (e.g., ±150 ms) and handoff disruption period (e.g., 50 ms).
V. CONCLUSION AND SOME ISSUES FOR FURTHER STUDY
In this paper, we presented a buffer control scheme for facilitating a seamless stream handoff in the context of a simulcast streaming model. We analyzed the minimum buffer and backlog requirements for the seamless stream handoff by taking into account the issues of wireless channel impairments and inter-AR synchronization variances. We proposed a MHcontrolled-AR-pushed buffer control scheme in which the MH monitors the perceived RSSI value and video decoding quality to throttle the AR's packet transmission rate. How this buffer control can cooperate with FMIPv6 was also investigated. Through simulation, we confirmed that the proposed scheme greatly helps to reduce the number of hiccups during playback, while consuming moderate buffer space. Several issues remain open to further study. First, sustainable throughput concerns packet size, forward-error codes, bit-error rate, and RSSI. A probabilistic model that takes these factors into account is required to facilitate the rate control. Second, the implementation of an effective packet function e(t) is still unresolved. A simple approach would be to measure packet loss over a given timeframe. A more advanced approach would be to examine the raw (coded) data against a signal-noise ratio of video quality. Third, the deployment of APs plays a critical role. If the two APs that are performing the handoff are far apart, the handoff disruption period may be very long, and the system will suffer from either packet losses or high buffer requirements. Therefore, in practice, on-road experiments that reflect the moving habits of most users may be required to finetune the locations of APs. Finally, the choice ofr back is another critical issue. A high r back allows us to build up the required backlog in a short period of time, but it may be impossible to obtain in a poor network environment. A low r back is more easily obtained, but we should make sure that the MH will stay in a subnet long enough to build up the desired backlog.
